
TODAY, I GIVE UP TRYING

Chapter: 1492

At this time, all Zhu Ru’s family were dumbfounded. Lin Fan was so

ambitious that he dared to fight Qin Xianzhong, the future three-star

warrior?

And Bai Yi said uneasyly:

“You… how can you beat her?”

Although Bai Yi is also very angry, she knows that Longya is not easy

to provoke, and once Qin Xianzhong wins the rank in this legion

battle, it will be flat in the future.

They really shouldn’t be at odds with what kind of existence!

“You…you dare to hit me?”

Zhao Xiulian was also dumbfounded, covering her face, looking at Lin

Fan in disbelief.

The mother of my own war fighter actually got a door-to-door son-in-

law to be beaten?

At the moment, Zhao Xiulian was completely blown up, and roared

extremely bitterly:

“Dog bastard! I won’t forget it, I will let my son cut you a thousand

dollars!”

“And your Bai family, don’t think about it all!”

Just listen to this!

The Bai Yi family’s face was ugly to the extreme.

But Zhu Ru’s family laughed gleefully, because they all realized that the

Liangzi of Lin Fan and Zhao Xiulan was completely knotted.

And Qin Xianzhong, as a warrior of Longya, killing an ordinary person

is not a big deal!

At the moment, Zhu Ru said unkindly:

“Lin Fan, you are so courageous, you dare to fight even Aunt Zhao!

Don’t you put Longya in your eyes?”

“Dare to beat the family members of the sergeant, you are afraid that

you will go to a military court, Lin Fan, just wait for death!”

And Zhu Zhide also snorted coldly, and said angrily:

“If you are acquainted, now quickly kneel down and knock your head a

few times, you are sure that things will turn around.”

just!

Zhao Xiulan sternly scolded:

“Knocking is not enough! I want one of his legs to make him disabled

for the rest of his life, otherwise it will be difficult to dispel my hatred!”

Ok?

When Lin Fan heard this, he showed a very dangerous smile:

“Want my legs? Well, I will fulfill you!”

Talking!

He sneered towards Zhao Xiulan, and this scene directly caused Zhao

Xiulan to blow up her hair.

“You…what do you want to do? I warn you, don’t mess around,

otherwise my son will not let you go!”

But the voice fell off!

哢嚓!

There was a crack in the bone, but then it sounded!

One of Zhao Xiulan’s legs was completely twisted and deformed under

Lin Fan’s footsteps.

Ouch!

But Zhao Xiulan also let out a hoarse cry, hugged her broken leg, and

kept rolling back and forth on the ground.

Senseless!

At this moment, both the Bai Yi family and the Zhu Ru family looked

at Lin Fan dumbfounded.

It’s too spicy!

She broke Zhao Xiulan’s leg directly. Is this still the only son-in-law

who has come to the door?

Right now, Zhu Zhide scolded:

“Lin Fan, are you crazy? You dare to step on Ms. Zhao’s leg, you are

completely finished! Qin Xianzhong will never let you go!”

They can already predict Lin Fan’s miserable end.

He is looking for death at all!

However, Lin Fan still looked like a troublesome person, and laughed

instead:

“Qin Xianzhong? Don’t say that I stepped on and broke his old

mother’s leg. Even if I kill her here, Qin Xianzhong still dare not let go,

do you believe it?”

boom!

Everyone was completely dumbfounded at this moment!

crazy!

This guy is completely crazy!

Does he know what he is talking about?

“Who wouldn’t brag, I hope that after Qin Xian arrives, you can still be

so arrogant!”

Zhu Ru saw Lin Fan dare to be arrogant, and suddenly smiled

contemptuously.

When death is imminent, you dare to pretend to be compelling. This

waste is useless for immortality!

At this time, Zhao Xiulan was also mad, her face was bloody, her hair

was disheveled, like a mad woman, her eyes staring resentfully at Lin

Fan:

“I want you to die, I want you to die!”

“I will call my son now and let him kill you!”

just!

As soon as the voice fell, a figure appeared at the door and asked

anxiously:

“mom?”
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